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The Jackson County District Attorney's Office announced this morning that after a thorough
review of all the evidence collected by the Jackson County Sheriffs Office, Oregon State Police,
and the Medford Police Department, no criminal charges will be filed concerning the death of
Robert Leroy Mitchell Jr. (DOB 10/16/1971). The evidence collected supports the shooter,
Vanessa Rose Marroquin's (DOB 04/02/1986), claim that she was acting in self-defense.
Under Oregon law, a person is justified in using deadly physical force against another if the
person reasonably believes that person is about to use deadly physical force against the person
(ORS 161.219). The individual's belief of the perceived threat must be objectively reasonable as
judged from the standpoint of a reasonable person. Here, the State cannot disprove that Vanessa
Marroquin reasonably believed that Robert Mitchell Jr.'s use of unlawful force was imminent
and that she acted to avoid imminent injury or death.
On June 6, 2019, at approximately 6:04 am, Marroquin called 911 and reported that her
boyfriend, Mitchell, had been hitting her with an axe and that she shot him. Officers arrived on
scene and took Marroquin into custody. Marroquin advised she and Mitchell had been in an
argument the previous evening, and the argument stopped when he left the location. At that time,
Marroquin took a revolver from her vehicle because she was concerned that Mitchell could snap
and that when he does, he doesn't know when to stop. Approximately three hours later, Mitchell
returned to the property. When Mitchell returned, Marroquin was at the property in a warehouse
with three other individuals. Mitchell came to the warehouse and Marroquin could immediately
tell he was very angry. Mitchell walked up to Marroquin, grabbed her, and began pulling her
from the warehouse. Marroquin described Mitchell shoving her, kicking her, knocking her dovsm
to the ground, dragging her by her arm and hair, and taking her towards a car located -700 feet
from the warehouse. Marroquin told officers that Mitchell had an axe that he struck her with
repeatedly; while dragging her to the car.
As Mitchell and Marroquin approached the car, Mitchell threw her down to the ground and
began rummaging through the car looking for something. Marroquin believed she was in danger
of being seriously assaulted or killed by Mitchell. At this time, Marroquin took out the revolver
and pointed it towards Mitchell, firing one time. Marroquin then ran back towards the
warehouse; worried Mitchell would ehase after her. At the warehouse, Marroquin told the others
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what had happened, and she called 911. A Deputy Medical Examiner arrived on scene and
confirmed Mitchell was deceased.

Three other identified individuals that were present the night of the incident were interviewed,
and their statements corroborated Marroquin's. Detectives searched the area and located the axe
described by Marroquin. Detectives also located the firearm used by Marroquin and confirmed a
single round had been fired. They were unable to locate the bullet.
During the investigation, detectives learned Marroquin and Mitchell had been in a relationship
since October 2018. Marroquin told detectives of multiple past incidents where Mitchell would
grab her by the hair, throw her around, or grab her by the throat and squeeze. In one recent
incident, Marroquin sought medical care for the injuries she sustained from Mitchell because she
was worried the assault had crushed her windpipe after having difficulty breathing and
swallowing. Review of those medical records verified that Marroquin visited the emergency
department on April 29, 2019, due to bruising and neck pain. Marroquin told the doctor Mitchell
had punched her in the face, choked her, and at one point, knocked her to the ground causing her
to lose consciousness. The doctor observed bruising throughout her extremities.
In another incident during their relationship, Mitchell asked Marroquin if she ever thought about
leaving him. When Marroquin responded that she did at times, Mitchell threatened her saying
she could never leave him and that if she did he would take her into the woods and it would be a

"hostage situation." Marroquin believed Mitchell was referring to taking her into the woods and
killing her.
Marroquin consented to a search of her cell phone. On her phone was a file with 21 images.
Marroquin told officers these were images documenting past abuse by Mitchell. The images
showed Marroquin with bruises on various body parts from past dates. Detectives also
interviewed Marroquin's friends who each described past incidents of Mitchell assaulting
Marroquin and observing injuries on Marroquin.

Investigation further showed that Mitchell has 18 prior arrest cycles in the State of Oregon, to
include violent person felonies and weapons convictions. Marroquin has no known criminal
history.
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